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2017-18—A Year to remember  
What a Year it has been. Both amazing success in the show ring, sale 
ring and at wool and lamb sales. Our wool price has almost doubled 
since 2013, our ram average was the best ever and we excelled in 
the show ring. Illustrating our excellence both the commercial and 
stud arenas. Koonik Dohnes— ‘we really wool meat your needs’. 

 Australian Sheep & Wool 2017 

 Supreme  Champion Dohne Ram -  

 Grand Champion Pair Dohne Rams 

 Riverina Sheep Expo 2017   

 Champion Dohne Ram 

 Wool Sales July 11, 2018  

 Average  - 2166c/kg Clean 

 Ram Sale  2017  

 64 Dohnes rams sold to $4250 (2), average $1909 

 Fiona was nominated by Victorian Merino Breeders Associa-
tion for the 2018 WoolPoll Panel  
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2017-2018 – A Year to remember
 What a Year it has been. Both amazing success in the show ring, sale ring, and 

at wool and lamb sales.  Our wool price has almost doubled since 2013, our 
ram average was the best ever and we excelled in the show ring.  Illustrating our 
excellence both the commercial and stud arenas. 

 

•	 Australian Sheep & Wool Show 2017
 Supreme Champion Ram

 Grand Champion Pair of Dohne Rams

•	 Riverina Sheep Expo 2017
 Champion Dohne Ram

•	 Wool Sales July11, 2018
 Average – 2166c/kg Clean

•	 Ram Sale 2017
 64 Dohne rams sold to $4250 (2), average $1909

•	 2018 WoolPoll Panel
 Fiona was nominated by the Victorian Merino Breeders Association for   

the 2018 WoolPoll Panel

Koonik Dohnes – “we really wool meat your needs”.



 Meet the breeders
 Koonik is a 21st Century Dohne stud run by Fiona and 

Darren Cameron, at Koonik, near Goroke in the West 
Wimmera.  A lifelong farmer, Fiona has been involved 
with sheep all her life, growing up on a commercial 
Merino and stud Angus property south of Hamilton.  
Darren grew up on a Wimmera cropping and sheep 
property.

 Fiona ran her own merino flock from the age of 
nineteen, registering a merino stud in 1999.  As well as running sheep, the family, 
which includes three children, Duncan, Isobelle and Lily, runs a broad-acre farm 
producing wheat, barley, oats, canola, beans, lentils, vetch, clover seed and clover 
hay.  Both live and breathe agriculture and are passionate about not only its long 
term future but about maintaining a sustainable, innovative and high quality 
industry for generations to come.

 Meat the sheep
 When Merinos were not achieving our goals we looked further afield.  Dohnes 

ticked all the boxes because of their ability to produce high quality meat and 
white, soft, well-nourished merino wool.  Koonik Dohne Merino Stud began with 
the purchase of top stud rams and selected ewe genetics from Macquarie and 
Uardry Dohne Stud in 2009.  We also bought stud ewes from the Uardry and 
Potari Dohne Stud dispersals.

 Since then we have grown at a rapid pace, having our first on-property ram sale 
in 2011 and achieving total clearances five out of the last seven years.  We have 
sold rams and or semen to all mainland states of Australia.  We believe this is an 
excellent achievement from a stud ewe flock of 450.

 While we are not an old stud, our sheep have been put to the test—and passed—
since 2009 with a range of extreme weather conditions. Our average rainfall is 
450mm but we have experienced drought (most recent 2016) - with hot, dry dusty 
summers and we’ve had bitterly cold winters and floods.  Our Dohne sheep have 
also endured humid weather with no cases of fly strike.



 Our rams go the distance
 OUR AIM - Provide genetics to Commercial and Stud Dohne Sheep Breeders with 

excellent quality performing rams to maximise their $$$profit$$$.  Focusing on 
meat production, increasing weaning percentages and maintaining soft handling, 
well-nourished white wool.

 OUR VISION - Here at Koonik we spend every day working hard to create the best 
rams for your flock and your future. We strive to produce sheep that our clients will 
be happy and satisfied with.  Where ever possible we use the latest technology 
and advances available.  We performance measure all our stock, make the most of 
EID technology, DNA test our progeny to confirm parentage and this season we 
will embark on embryo transfers.  We are active on social media and love sharing 
our story to a broad and diverse audience not only across Australia but around the 
world.

 

 Fit and fertile for the future
 Koonik stock are eligible to trade to all areas of 

 Australia

	 •	 Brucellosis	Accredited	Free	Flock		2462

	 •	 Gudair	vaccinated	all	sheep	since	2009

	 •	 OJD	negative	tested	since	2013

 

 In other words - you can trust them with any of

 your girls!
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 We are getting soooo socially excited 
 We know that not everyone loves social media but we reckon it is a great way to 

share what we have been doing, what is coming up and what makes us happy. Fiona 
has been attending social media courses and honing her skills so expect some fun 
posts on the Koonik site over coming months.  We love what we do and think that it 
is a good thing to share with our clients, our kids and anyone else who wants to like 
our site.

 We’d love to hear from you so feel free to comment on our posts.  Send us your pics 
of the progeny from our rams and keep in touch. Facebook is a great way to do that 
and we encourage you to be part of the conversation.

 We breed what our clients want
 We don’t rest on our laurels here at Koonik. Each day 

the sun does come up and each day is a new day with 
new opportunities to explore.  As Abraham Lincoln 
said, “the best way to predict the future is create it”, 
and we aim to help you create your flock’s goal, with 
our breeding decisions today. We listen to you, our 
clients so we can provide the best genetics to meet 
your individual breeding goals. Clients have told us that 
98 % of their progeny, (from Dohne/Merino joining) 
had typical Dohne characteristics of high lambing 
percentage and meat sheep traits.

 When clients told us progeny were lacking in wool quantity and 
quality, we responded with a renewed target focusing on wool 
while maintaining meat yield. This year our clients are reaping 
the benefits of the best wool market in decades.  Using proven 
sires over our elite wool Dohne ewes ensures the maintenance 
of Dohne meat and growth characteristics.

While we benefited from investing heavily during the early years 
in external genetics we’ve now bred up an elite team of home 
grown rams to drive our successful breeding program.  Stud star 
KDS130545 - AKA the Dominator - continues to have profound 
impact on genetics, his progeny winning broad ribbons in 
2016, 2017 and being sold to leading studs and commercial 
producers.  He and other Koonik rams continue to attract strong 
demand as they meet the needs of clients right across southern 

Australia, from high rainfall to pastoral country.

 As a relatively young 9-year-old stud we proudly reflect on sales of more than 100 
rams annually over the past four years.



 

 

What Koonik Dohnes do for you 
 

� Well balanced dual-purpose merino 

� Naturally polled, plain bodied, well muscled frame with non-mulsed breech 

� 
 

� 
premium wool. 

�  

� Easy care, with low feed and labour inputs 

� Full pedigree and performance recording 

� - high libido, non seasonal breeders,  
    - -150% 
    - ease of lambing, no assistance required  
    -  

� Meat - highly efficient meat producer with rapid maturing prime lambs

of

 
  -  
  -    

� Wool - Dohne ewes produce 5-6kg high quality white 18-21 micron wool. 
  -  
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What Koonik Dohnes do for you

•	 Well	balanced	dual-purpose	merino

•	 Naturally	polled,	plain	bodied,	well	muscled	frame	with	non-mulsed	breech

•	 Self	replacing,	polled	flock,	that	adapts	well	to	environmental	and	climatic	
conditions

•	 Superior	alternative	to	traditional	First	Cross	sheep,	with	the	advantage	of	
premium wool.

•	 Non	selective	grazers	that	do	well	on	low	quality	pastures.

•	 Easy	care,	with	low	feed	and	labour	inputs

•	 Full	pedigree	and	performance	recording

•	 Reproduction		

 - high libido, non seasonal breeders, 

 - fecundity with high fertility with weaning rate of 110-150%

 - ease of lambing, no assistance required 

 - excellent maternal ability,  with excellent milk production

•	 Meat				

 - highly efficient meat producer with rapid maturing prime lambs

 - growth rates of 450gms/day in ideal conditions

 - lean, high yielding carcasses, with even fat distribution  

•	 Wool				

 - Dohne ewes produce 
5-6kg high quality white 18-
21 micron wool.

 - Dohne wool has 
exceptional coefficient of 
variation and comfort factor



 “What Koonik Dohnes did for me” 
 Taylor made solution is a productive change

 Merino breeding is one of Australian agriculture’s longest and proudest traditions. 
But times change and when floods drenched the Taylor Family’s Callawadda 
property back in 2011 – new ideas, as well as water flowed.

 Linda Taylor and Tony Wheat, had real issues with body strike in their Merino flock 
after the floods.  A remedy came in the form of Koonik Dohne rams and 13 sires and 
six years later, the benefits are clear to see, they have no regrets.

 Linda said, “not only did the Dohnes plain up the body of our sheep and improve 
the carcases, they produced other unexpected bonuses.  Wethers are finished and 
off the property much sooner as the Dohnes are ‘good doers’, and are better able 
to maintain condition score.  We believe Dohnes really shine compared to their 
traditional cousins, particularly in the tough seasons.”

 Whilst wool cuts may be down slightly, the quality has been maintained.  There are 
more lambs on the ground to select from, building self-replenishing flock numbers 
and the overall production is increased.  Linda and Tony are also phasing out 
mulesing as the breach is now much cleaner.

 In the 2015 they sold their last pure bred Merinos from their Carrs Plain property and 
there are no regrets as they take their farming business to a new and exciting next 
generation of managment with the help of the Dohne.
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Linda’s nephew Hamish and niece Lexi help feeding pet lamb 

Tony Wheat & Linda Taylor 
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 Koonik takes the limelight - 2016 Show
 In 2016 Dohnes returned to the show ring for the first time in forty years globally 

with over 60 rams from four states contesting for top honours at the Australian 

Sheep and Wool Show at Bendigo.  The breed used its combination of objective 

and subjective assessment - with both meat and wool judges presiding.  We may 

have unveiled our striking lime green shirts but the Koonik ribbons were more of 

the red and blue hues.

	 	 •	Grand Champion Ewe

	 	 -	Champion	Junior	Ewe

	 	 -	1st,	3rd,	4th	&	5th	Junior	Ewe

	 	 •	Champion Junior Ram

	 	 -	1st	&	5th	Junior	Ram

  - 5th Senior Ram

	 	 •	Champion Senior Pair of Rams

  - 1st & 4th Senior Pair of Rams

	 	 -	5th	Junior	Pair	of	Rams



 

 

In the limelight—Shows 
While the real test of a ram is out in the paddock, there is no better place to 
illustrate the results of our hard work but by comparing our sheep with our 
peers in the show ring. It is also a great time to meet other breeders and new 
and old clients and just get off the farm and see what is happening in agricul-
ture. And we Camerons just love to put on those lime green jumpers too! 
 

2017 show results at a glance 

Australian Sheep & Wool Show 

 Grand Champion Dohne Ram  
 Senior Ram 2015 & Older—1st & 4th 
 2016 drop Ram—3rd & 6th 
 Grand Champion Pair Rams 
 Senior Pair Rams—1st & 2nd 
 Junior Pair Rams—2nd 
 

Riverina Sheep Expo 

 Champion Dohne Ram KDS151498 
 Reserve Champion Ram KDS161676 
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 2017 show results
 

	 •	Australian Sheep & Wool Show

 - Grand Champion Dohne Ram 

 - Senior Ram 2015 & Older—1st & 4th

 - 2016 drop Ram—3rd & 6th
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In the limelight - 2018 Show

2018 show results

Australian Sheep and Wool Show

•	Grand	Champion	Dohne	Pair	of	Rams

•	Champion	Senior	Pair	of	Dohne	Rams

•	Grand	Champion	Pen	of	3	Dohne	Rams

•	Champion	Senior	Pair	of	3	Dohne	Rams

•	Finalist	in	Champion	Dohne	Ram



 

 

In the limelight—Ram Sale 

2017 Ram sale results—Dohnes 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Result:  64 Dohne rams sold, Top Price: $4250 (twice), Average $1909 

A solid performance with a mix of new and repeat clients (11 repeat and 11 first 

time Koonik clients). The two top priced rams were sold to the Wimmera with  vol-

ume buyers taking seven rams to Inverleigh and five to Elaine, near Ballarat. Others 

went to Elmhurst, Callawadda, Kerang, Naracoorte and Bordertown.  

Our clients continue to look for the true dual purpose sheep, but also for a good cut 

and quality, white, well nourished wool. 

Tom McCann and daugh-
ter, Ella from Inverleigh 

Top priced rams pur-
chased by Richard 
Hobbs (2nd from left) 
and Sam Eagle 
(absent)….. 

Peter Rooney 
from Elaine 
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In the limelight - Ram Sale
2017 Ram sale results - Dohnes

Title pic:  L to R: Roly Coutts (Elders) representing Sam Eagle of Glenera Pastoral, 
Richard Hobbs – Sunnyside Partnership, Jacob Davies (Rodwells), and Fiona 

Cameron.

 Result:  64 Dohne rams sold, Top Price: $4250 (twice), Average $1909

 A solid performance with a mix of new and repeat clients (11 repeat and 11 first 
time Koonik clients).  The two top priced rams were sold to Wimmera buyers 
with volume buyers taking seven rams to Inverleigh and five to Elaine, near 
Ballarat.  Others went to Elmhurst, Callawadda, Kerang, Bendigo, Mt Gambier, 
Naracoorte and Bordertown. 

 Our clients continue to look for the true dual purpose sheep, but also for a 
good cut and quality, white, well nourished wool.

Left Photo: Tom McCann and daughter, Ella from Inverleigh.

Right Photo.  Label: Peter Rooney from Nambool, Elaine



  2018—what a year for wool. So exciting to see this beautiful, natural and durable 
product finally being given the financial credit it deserves. Wool is no longer a by-
product of sheep production, it is an equal partner - just as we have always believed 
and we have strived for in our breeding strategy.  We went back over our wool 
prices and the average cents per kilo clean has doubled since 2014.  
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product finally being given the financial credit it deserves. Wool is no longer a by-
product of sheep production, it is an equal partner - just as we have always believed 
and we have strived for in our breeding strategy.  We went back over our wool pric-
es and the average cents per kilo clean has doubled since 2014.   

May the demand and the prices continue into the future as 
the world remembers wool really is a staple product— 
wonderful  for  warmth, the environment and being natu-
ral.  We still need to eat and Dohne red meat qualities 
can’t be underestimated, but 2018 has shown the benefit 
of breeding dual purpose product. Not forgetting the 

amazing prices for lambs as well with heavy lambs making that amazing price of 
$282 at Wagga in July 2018. 

Another highlight for us was a paper by  consultant Dr  Graham  Leans- DOHNES: 

HOW THEY STACK UP FINANCIALLY—which concluded: “The Dohne does stack up well 
financially and its performance is testament to a clearly stated breeding objective 
and achieving goals through the 
efficient implementation of mod-
ern genetics tools. “ 
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In the limelight - commercial prices

 May the demand and the prices continue into the 
future as the world remembers wool really is a staple 
product— wonderful for warmth, the environment and 
being natural.  We still need to eat and Dohne red meat 
qualities can’t be underestimated.  2018 has shown 
the benefit of breeding a dual purpose product and 
the amazing prices for lambs as well, with heavy lambs 
making	that	amazing	price	of	$282	at	Wagga	in	July	
2018.

 Another highlight for us was a paper by consultant Dr Graham Leans -
 “DOHNES: HOW THEY STACK UP FINANCIALLY.” This article concluded: 
 “The Dohne does stack up well financially and its performance is testament to 

a clearly stated breeding objective and achieving goals through the efficient 
implementation of modern genetics tools. “

Wool makes money for you with Dohnes

 

 

We are a family farm  
Like most family farmers, we are a family before we are farmers. Our three children 
are quickly growing up and when we are not travelling to agricultural events we 
might be heading to athletic events with Lily (high jump) and Duncan (200 & 400m) 
all over Australia.  Or calling in on Issy who is studying Primary Teaching at Ballarat 
ACU or Duncan who is in Adelaide studying Electrical & Electronic Engineering.  Lily 
is completing Year 12 at Monivae College in Hamilton.     

Life is never dull in our family.  Because of this we thought we would share with you 
the reasons we may not always ring back straight away when we are busy with our 
most impressive breeding project—our children. 
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 We are a family farm 
 Like most family farmers, we are a family before we are farmers. Our three children 

are quickly growing up and when we are not travelling to agricultural events, 

we might be heading to athletic events with Lily (high jump) and Duncan (200 & 

400m) all over Australia.  Or calling in on Issy who is studying Primary Teaching 

at Ballarat ACU or Duncan who is in Adelaide studying Electrical & Electronic 

Engineering.   Lily is completing Year 12 at Monivae College in Hamilton.    

 Life is never dull in our family.  Because of this we thought we would share with 

you the reasons we may not always ring back straight away when we are busy with 

our most impressive breeding project—our children.



 Wild blue yonder - busy times ahead
 The crops are in and some rain has finally come— but we certainly want it to 

keep on coming—and now we turn our attention to shows, sales and socialising 
with our clients and breeding peers. We are very busy in 2018 and would love 
to see you and talk about the thing we love—breeding sheep.  

 October 2018

 •	 5,	Koonik	Dohne	&	Mitre	Rock	Poll	Merino	

	 	 on-property	Ram	Sale

	 •	 6, Goroke A&P Society Show,	Goroke

	 •	 13,	Kaniva	A&P	Society	Show,	Kaniva

	 •	 18,	Nhill	A&	P	Show,	Nhill

 November 2018

	 •	 17,	Edenhope	A&P	Show,	Edenhope

 March 2019

	 •	 5-7,	Wimmera	Field	Days, Longerenong 

	 •	 15-16,	South	East	Field	Days,			
  Lucindale 

 April 2019

	 •	 5-6,	Karoonda	Farm	Fair,		 	
 Karoonda  

 July 2019    

	 •	 19-21, Australian Sheep & Wool  
 Show, Bendigo

 August 2019

	 •	 5-6, Sheepvention, Hamilton

	 •	 23,	Riverina	Sheep	Expo, Deniliquin
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KOONIK
F CAMERON
51-0202

Analysis : DOHNE MERINOS Dated  : 21 Apr 18

KOONIK 51-0202
Yfd Ycfw% Yfdcv% Ysl Yss NLW% Ywec% Wwt Pwt Pfat Pemd Dohne+ Counts

2008 0
2009 -0.3 6.3 -0.1 -1.3 -0.1 0.4 9 1.8 2.1 0.03 0.52 129.1 34
2010 -0.2 7.0 0.0 1.7 -0.6 -1.7 15 2.6 2.7 -0.12 0.24 123.7 99
2011 -0.3 8.7 0.1 1.9 -0.9 -3.0 18 2.7 2.8 -0.13 0.35 126.3 140
2012 -0.4 6.7 -0.2 2.3 -0.5 -3.2 17 2.7 2.9 -0.07 0.34 126.3 217
2013 -0.3 7.2 -0.3 2.5 -0.2 -1.3 16 2.9 3.1 -0.01 0.39 130.7 257
2014 -0.3 8.9 -0.2 2.8 -0.3 -0.3 19 3.3 3.5 -0.06 0.41 135.1 288
2015 -0.3 9.0 -0.3 3.4 -0.3 -1.2 21 3.5 3.7 -0.08 0.34 134.2 273
2016 -0.2 9.6 -0.7 3.1 0.5 -0.1 17 3.8 4.3 0.04 0.65 143.1 246
2017 0

DOHNE MERINOS - 51
Yfd Ycfw% Yfdcv% Ysl Yss NLW% Ywec% Wwt Pwt Pfat Pemd Dohne+ Counts

2008 -0.4 2.3 -0.3 -0.2 -0.4 0.0 1.5 2.0 0.13 0.31 119.1 50640
2009 -0.4 2.6 -0.3 -0.2 -0.4 0.0 1.7 2.2 0.14 0.32 121.0 51207
2010 -0.4 3.0 -0.4 0.1 -0.3 0.0 1.8 2.4 0.13 0.33 122.8 47114
2011 -0.3 3.1 -0.5 0.8 0.2 0.0 2.1 2.4 0.10 0.39 124.8 26934 Fleece Yes
2012 -0.3 3.5 -0.5 0.9 0.2 0.0 2.4 2.7 0.11 0.45 127.4 27622 Wts Yes
2013 -0.3 4.1 -0.5 1.1 0.2 0.0 2.5 2.8 0.10 0.44 129.4 23024 Carcase Yes
2014 -0.3 4.8 -0.5 1.3 0.1 0.0 2.7 3.1 0.11 0.48 132.7 21978 Wec No
2015 -0.3 5.3 -0.5 1.6 0.1 0.0 2.9 3.3 0.11 0.50 135.3 20239 Reproduction No
2016 -0.3 6.1 -0.6 1.8 0.2 0.0 3.0 3.5 0.13 0.57 138.3 18699 SiteCode 510202
2017 -0.2 7.1 -0.6 1.8 0.1 0.0 3.5 4.1 0.14 0.52 145.1 5176

Flock Linkage

26-April-2018

Reports are prepared using data supplied by
breeders and/or accredited operators in the analysis.
We cannot guarantee the accuracy of this data.
ASBV's are designed to estimate genetic merit of
animals from the information supplied. This
information is provided to assist breeders but no
liability is accepted for the outcome resulting from the
use of this information.
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KOONIK
F CAMERON
51-0202

Analysis : DOHNE MERINOS Dated  : 21 Apr 18

KOONIK 51-0202
Yfd Ycfw% Yfdcv% Ysl Yss NLW% Ywec% Wwt Pwt Pfat Pemd Dohne+ Counts

2008 0
2009 -0.3 6.3 -0.1 -1.3 -0.1 0.4 9 1.8 2.1 0.03 0.52 129.1 34
2010 -0.2 7.0 0.0 1.7 -0.6 -1.7 15 2.6 2.7 -0.12 0.24 123.7 99
2011 -0.3 8.7 0.1 1.9 -0.9 -3.0 18 2.7 2.8 -0.13 0.35 126.3 140
2012 -0.4 6.7 -0.2 2.3 -0.5 -3.2 17 2.7 2.9 -0.07 0.34 126.3 217
2013 -0.3 7.2 -0.3 2.5 -0.2 -1.3 16 2.9 3.1 -0.01 0.39 130.7 257
2014 -0.3 8.9 -0.2 2.8 -0.3 -0.3 19 3.3 3.5 -0.06 0.41 135.1 288
2015 -0.3 9.0 -0.3 3.4 -0.3 -1.2 21 3.5 3.7 -0.08 0.34 134.2 273
2016 -0.2 9.6 -0.7 3.1 0.5 -0.1 17 3.8 4.3 0.04 0.65 143.1 246
2017 0

DOHNE MERINOS - 51
Yfd Ycfw% Yfdcv% Ysl Yss NLW% Ywec% Wwt Pwt Pfat Pemd Dohne+ Counts

2008 -0.4 2.3 -0.3 -0.2 -0.4 0.0 1.5 2.0 0.13 0.31 119.1 50640
2009 -0.4 2.6 -0.3 -0.2 -0.4 0.0 1.7 2.2 0.14 0.32 121.0 51207
2010 -0.4 3.0 -0.4 0.1 -0.3 0.0 1.8 2.4 0.13 0.33 122.8 47114
2011 -0.3 3.1 -0.5 0.8 0.2 0.0 2.1 2.4 0.10 0.39 124.8 26934 Fleece Yes
2012 -0.3 3.5 -0.5 0.9 0.2 0.0 2.4 2.7 0.11 0.45 127.4 27622 Wts Yes
2013 -0.3 4.1 -0.5 1.1 0.2 0.0 2.5 2.8 0.10 0.44 129.4 23024 Carcase Yes
2014 -0.3 4.8 -0.5 1.3 0.1 0.0 2.7 3.1 0.11 0.48 132.7 21978 Wec No
2015 -0.3 5.3 -0.5 1.6 0.1 0.0 2.9 3.3 0.11 0.50 135.3 20239 Reproduction No
2016 -0.3 6.1 -0.6 1.8 0.2 0.0 3.0 3.5 0.13 0.57 138.3 18699 SiteCode 510202
2017 -0.2 7.1 -0.6 1.8 0.1 0.0 3.5 4.1 0.14 0.52 145.1 5176

Flock Linkage

26-April-2018

Reports are prepared using data supplied by
breeders and/or accredited operators in the analysis.
We cannot guarantee the accuracy of this data.
ASBV's are designed to estimate genetic merit of
animals from the information supplied. This
information is provided to assist breeders but no
liability is accepted for the outcome resulting from the
use of this information.

Dohne Plus   Index averages by year
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How we measure up



These boys are A1 for AI

KDS130545KDS141048

More semen 

packages 

available from 

leading 

Koonik Sires.

Just ask us

 
TAG	 SIRE	 BT	 YWT	 PEMD	 PFAT	 YCFW	 YFD	 YDCV	 INDEX	

KDS120450	 UD080786	 2	 5.7	 0.8	 0.0	 9.1	 0.0	 -0.4	 152.0	

KDS130545	 UD091512	 2	 5.7	 0.1	 -0.3	 13.6	 -0.5	 -0.1	 151.0	

KDS141048	 MD070424	 2	 5.0	 0.7	 0.0	 14.0	 -0.2	 0.1	 148.5	

KDS151498	 KDS130545	 1	 6.1	 0.1	 -0.3	 11.8	 -0.4	 -0.2	 149.0	

KDS161676	 KDS140840	 2	 9.1	 0.6	 0.2	 12.6	 -0.3	 0.0	 161.8	

KDS161855	 MD070424	 2	 3.6	 1.0	 0.1	 13.0	 -0.6	 -0.5	 160.5	

KDS161915	 KDS130545	 2	 6.3	 0.1	 -0.4	 14.0	 -0.5	 -0.7	 149.9	

	

	

	

	

TAG	 SIRE	 BT	 YWT	 PEMD	PFAT	 YCFW	YFD	 YDCV	 INDEX	

KDS120450	 UD080786	 2	 5.7	 0.8	 0.0	 9.1	 0.0	 -0.4	 152.0	

KDS130545	 UD091512	 2	 5.7	 0.1	 -0.3	 13.6	 -0.5	 -0.1	 151.0	

KDS141048	 MD070424	 2	 5.0	 0.7	 0.0	 14.0	 -0.2	 0.1	 148.5	

KDS151498	 KDS130545	 1	 6.1	 0.1	 -0.3	 11.8	 -0.4	 -0.2	 149.0	

KDS161676	 KDS140840	 2	 9.1	 0.6	 0.2	 12.6	 -0.3	 0.0	 161.8	

KDS161855	 MD070424	 2	 3.6	 1.0	 0.1	 13.0	 -0.6	 -0.5	 160.5	

KDS161915	 KDS130545	 2	 6.3	 0.1	 -0.4	 14.0	 -0.5	 -0.7	 149.9	

	



 Life long learning
 Nelson Mandela said that Education is the most powerful 

weapon which you can use to change the world. We agree 

and want to share the learning. Over the past year we held 

a “Merinos—Realising your Performance Potential”, with Dr 

Paul Swan. We had a great attendance and all learned plenty. It 

follows a range of events including Lamb Survival, RamSelect, 

Bred Well Fed Well and Animal Nutritional workshops.  Plans 

are underway for our next interesting educational session at 

our farm, for our clients and interested livestock managers.

 We	have	joined	Jason	Trompf	and	Mark	Ferguson	

in the  “Farm Well Live Well” program.  They 

are committed to helping farmers go from good to 

great through training and sessions with industry 

experts. This happens via a group of farmers who 

are participating in a pilot project that runs via video 

conferencing, social media and digital connection. 

Using this digital medium approach, we don’t have 

to travel but we have made more than 70 new 

connections from all over Australia and New Zealand.  Not only have we learned a lot 

about business and farming, we have had a chance to get some of the latest information, 

we have also been reminded of the importance of stopping and smelling the roses and 

taking time for ourselves too.
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Global connections  

Dohnes are not just an Australian sheep and we have been lucky to have a de-
lightful international connection through working travellers Manuel Verrasatro and 
Lucia Perez from Uruguay. They are trained agronomists –translated in their native 
country as Agricultural Engineers - living with us at Koonik for the 2017 sale prepa-
ration, auction day and the 2018 cropping program.  They have also had a chance to 
travel around other parts of Australia in between.   

We are really happy to report that they have now bought some Dohne x Corriedale 
Sheep - in Uruguay which are presently being cared for by Lucia’s dad until they 
return home. Discussions are progressing regarding the export of Koonik genetics to 
Uruguay with Lucia and Manuel developing their sheep enterprise.  Glad that Koo-
nik can have an impact on the other side of the world and go Dohnes!!  

 

We don’t do this on our own 
Our sheep enterprise is a team effort and we thank our stud team, our family and 
friends who support us throughout the year and we thank our loyal clients for be-
lieving in our product and continuing to invest in our Koonik genetics. 
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  Purchases at Sheepvention 2018

 This year at Sheepvention, we purchased 
two new sires.  With the wool market racing 
along, and the rain falling steadily in the 
Wimmera, we decided to take the step to 
purchase new genetics for our Mitre Rock 
Poll Merino Stud.

 A Poll Bonooke sire caught the eye of 
Coryule, Wirrinourt and our Mitre Rock 
team, leading to a syndicate purchase for 
$16,000.  This ram has the right wool, skin 
and conformation to suit all three stud flocks.

 Another eye catcher for us was a sixteen 
month old ram from Moorundie, with the 
right attributes for our region, he’s a modern 
merino purchased for $10,000.

 We are enthusiastic about the future.  

 A performance challenge is on with our 
three main sires being pitted against one 
another. Darren names all our purchases by 
the breeders name, so who will win -- Roger, Geoff or Angus!

 Our Poll Merinos must and do pull their weight and will bring profit into your 
business.

Poll	Bonooke	M32661	     

Trickey L-R: Bill Mildren, Craig Tricky, Darren Cameron, Angus Munro   
 

Micron SD CV CF SF 

19.6 3 15.2 99.8 18.3 

   

Moorundie M4774     

L-R: Geoff Davidson, Bill Mildren, Darren Cameron, Bernadette Davidson

Micron SD CV CF SF 

18.5 2.5 13.5 99.8 17 
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Borambil Poll Merino ram purchased for 
$12,000 at Sheepvention Hamilton 2016. 

L to R: Roger Matthews, Darren , Camer-
on Bill Mildren 

Auction Day 

 

 

Borambil Poll Merino ram purchased for 
$12,000 at Sheepvention Hamilton 2016. 
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Auction Day 

Auction
Day

   Borambil Poll Merino ram purchased 
for $12,000 at Sheepvention 
Hamilton 2016. 

 L to R:  Rodger Matthews, Darren 
Cameron, Bill Mildren



 

 

Auction Action – Mitre Rock Ram Sale 
Last October we held our 3rd on property Poll Merino ram sale and along with oth-
er private ram sales we had our most successful Poll Merino selling season. 

Our top price ram MR150190 sold for $1500 to Brad and Caroline Blackwood of 
Nhill.  This well structured, plain bodied ram had a micron of 20.9, SD 3.2, CV 15.3, 
CF 99.8.  The Blackwood family purchased a further two rams, one being a twin to 
their top priced ram.   

Other rams sold to Matt Cuming of Goroke, Kym Staude of Boardertown, and the 
Tobin family of Murtoa  who bought a pair of rams by AI sire ‘Collinsville Premier 
102’.  

This October we are excited to have progeny available for sale from our Borambil 
sire purchased at Sheepvention for $12,000.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
L to R: 

Stephen Chalmers, 
Brad Blackwood, 
Darren  
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Stephen Chalmers, 
Brad Blackwood, 
Darren  

 Auction Action – Mitre Rock Ram Sale
 Last October we held our 3rd on property Poll Merino ram sale and along with other 

private ram sales we had our most successful Poll Merino selling season.

 Our top price ram MR150190 sold for $1500 to Brad and Caroline Blackwood of 
Nhill.  This well structured, plain bodied ram had a micron of 20.9, SD 3.2, CV 15.3, 
CF 99.8.  The Blackwood family purchased a further two rams, one being a twin to 
their top priced ram.  

 Other rams sold to Matt Cuming of Goroke, Kym Staude of Boardertown, and the 
Tobin family of Murtoa  who bought a pair of rams by AI sire ‘Bordertown Premier 
102’. 

 This October we are excited to have progeny available for sale from our Borambil 
sire purchased at Sheepvention for $12,000.  

 L to R:
 Stephen Chalmers,
 Brad Blackwood,
 Darren Cameron



 

 So we might be Dohne breeders but we have not forgotten our roots. Fiona and her 

late father Peter worked closely for many years breeding Merinos and she bought 

her first stud ewes as a teenager and registered the stud some years later.  While 

Darren has been working with Merino sheep since returning to his family farm on 

completion of his education.

 Our Mitre Rock Poll Merino Stud was established in 2013 with the purchase of ewes 

from the Kongal Park dispersal.  This was followed by stud ewes from the Blue Hills 

dispersal and selected CFA ewes from Old Ashrose stud.  Last year we purchased 32 

stud weaner ewes from Moorundie at Keith.  

 Our impact sire purchased from Borambil Poll Merino stud for $12,000 at 

Sheepvention was joined to these ewes, along with an AI program using White 

River’s Premier 102, and leading sires 

Roseville Park 54 and Moorundie 34.

 Bill Mildren continues to provide 

valuable support and advice to Mitre 

Rock.

 

 

Merinos Rock at Mitre Rock 
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Merinos Rock at Mitre Rock



Fiona and Darren Cameron 
80 Swedes Dam Road 

Nurcoung Victoria 3401 
P: 0428 863 518 

E: koonik@bordernet.com.au 
W: www.koonikdohnes.com.au

Stud	Advisor	
Bill Mildren 0427 243 221 
Sam Thring 0429 697 633

Stud	Classer		
Gary Simpson 0428 772 449

Elders	Horsham	
Andrew Adamson 0427 794 369 

Roly Coutts 0409 690 734
Landmark	Naracoorte/Kaniva	

Richard Miller 0428 849 327 
Matt McDonald 0428 411 786

How to find us

Natimuk-Frances Road

TO HARROW

TO NHILL
LITTLE DESERT

NATIONAL PARK

Nhill-Harrow
Road

Goroke-Nurcoung Road

Buffhams
Road

SWEDES
DAM ROAD

T. Redfords
Road

GOROKE

TO EDENHOPE

Mitre

TO
HORSHAM

TO
FRANCES

Nhill-Harrow
Road

M
itre-N

urcoung Road

~ Ramming home the genetics for ewe ~

Contact us



4th Annual

On-property Ram Sale

Friday 5 October, 2018

Inspections from 10am, Auction 1pm

~ Get with the Mighty Merinos ~ 
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